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❖ Here we focus on anatomical constraints, 
specifically brain size.  Current theory is:

1. Larger brains have less interhemispheric 
communication

2. Less communication leads to greater lateralization

❖ Two hypotheses for why this would happen:

1. Bigger brains have longer conduction delays (Ringo 
et al, 1994)

2. Bigger brains have proportionally fewer 
interhemispheric connections (Rilling & Insel, 1999)
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❖ Anatomical and functional 
asymmetries exist in large brains...   
and small brains (e.g. Rogers, 2009).

❖ Humans without a corpus callosum 
(i.e., very few connections!) don’t 
show greater lateralization (e.g. Gazzaniga, 
2000; Paul et al, 2007).

❖ Delays decrease with development, 
but lateralization increases (e.g. Dundas et 
al., 2012; Petitto et al., 2012)

❖ There is little evidence of 
hemispheric independence in humans 
(e.g. Stark et al., 2008).

Unfortunately, the predictions of these 
hypotheses don’t hold

Stark et al. (2008)
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I. Ringo et al. (1994) model: delay magnitude ➞ independence ➞ lateralization

❖ Why delay magnitude doesn’t matter as much as you might think

II. Cipollini & Cottrell (2013) model: delay reliability ➞ independence ➞ 
lateralization

❖ When and why delay reliability is an issue

❖ Why this may affect humans in particular

❖ What the effects of reliability are on hemispheric communication (using a 
neural network model), with preliminary results regarding lateralization.

Timing, independence, lateralization
Outline for the rest of the talk
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Ringo et al. (1994) model

Facts:
• Large brains have longer axons, longer delays

• Humans have big brains that are highly lateralized.

Ringo et al. tested the hypothesis:

• Longer delays lead to less interaction between the 

hemispheres

Ringo et al. assumptions:

• This independence of the hemispheres leads to 

lateralization (but they didn’t test this hypothesis!)
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Adapted from Ringo et al. (1994)

“LH” “RH”

X

X

Measure of inter-hemispheric dependence:    
• train the network to 100% performance

• remove “corpus callosum” (CC)

• check performance decrease

    Perf. decrease ∝ degree of communication

Manipulations:

• All connections have a delay of 1 time-step,  

except callosal connections (1 or 10 time steps)

• Tend is varied between 15 and 75 total time steps.
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Ringo et al. (1994) summary

❖ Probably not... for predictive functions (e.g. 
PFC, feed-back from temporal)

❖ Maybe not... as magnitude differences are 
exaggerated both across species (5-15ms; Caminiti 
et al., 2009) and for intra- vs interhemispheric 
connections (5-15ms; Tomasi et al., 2012)

❖ Maybe not... all animals have a distribution 
of fibers, including a number of very fast 
fibers.  Could this be their function?

❖ In this model, hemispheric communication is precisely the same 
between short and long delays, except for the timing to onset.

❖ This was the major evidence for a relationship between 
conduction delay and lateralization.

❖ Does an onset difference matter?

Corpus Callosum
Delays to midline

Adapted from Caminiti et al. (2009)
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❖ Paradox: Lateralization is assumed to be related to independence, 
but humans show lateralization and strong coupling.

❖ How can we resolve this?

❖ We know that lateralization changes over development (e.g. Dundas et al., 
2012; Petitto et al., 2012) 

❖ We think that predictability is key to overcoming delays: activation can start 
accumulating in relevant units, then get confirmed by the other hemisphere.

A Paradox: 
Lateralization without independence

Is there anything about development that would affect 
the predictability of delayed communication?
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Small, unmyelinated axons
have unreliable delays 

(up to 20% variability in delays; Wang, 2008)

adapted from Berbel & Innocenti (1988)

Can developmental changes 
in humans interact with 

independence and 
lateralization?

Development & delays
Thin fibers conduct information with unreliable delays

Prenatal

Post-natal day 26

Post-natal day 150

Unmyelinated
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❖ Delay reliability worst case scenario:     
fibers that are: 1) long, 2) thin, and 3) 
unmyelinated

❖ Only human infants have all of these:

❖ Long fibers necessary to maximize adult 
brain size (no post-natal addition of fibers = 
large brain @ birth)

❖ Thin fibers minimize prenatal cerebral 
volume (“compression”)

❖ Unmyelinated fibers minimize volume; 
long delays in myelination extend period 
of cognitive development

Martin (1983)

Humans are special in development
The need for brain “compression”
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Model params:  noise = 1% (mean)
all delays=1, cc delays=10, Tend=35

Lewis & Elman (2008)

C&C Model Methods

Similar to Ringo et al., except we:

❖ Fix callosal delay to 10 time-steps

❖ Implement “unreliability” as 
activity- and delay-dependent noise 
(more activity, longer fiber ➞ greater noise) 

❖ Compare no-noise (control) and noise 
(experimental) conditions

❖ Fix Tend, look at the effect of noise 
over training (development)
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Expt 1: Constant noise
Unreliability causes independence

Constant 
noise:

Noise-induced 
“independence”
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Expt 2: Simulate maturation
Decreasing noise (“development”)

Independence
Collaboration

Hemispheres initially more independent,
interhemispheric cooperation matures
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Expt 3: Unreliability and lateralization
Interaction with task asymmetries

Unreliability hurts most
with asymmetric inputs

(can’t take full advantage 
of contralateral features)

Unreliability helps 
with asymmetric outputs

(partially reduces interference;
helps uncover shared features)



❖ Delay magnitude: 

❖ No evidence that it decreases interhemispheric communication, only 
delays its onset. 

❖  A relationship of delay onsets to lateralization remains to be established.

❖ Delay reliability: 

❖ can decrease interhemispheric communication

❖ shows interesting interactions with asymmetry / lateralization,

❖ predicts increasing interhemispheric communication over development.

Summary



❖ Current: re-examine claim of proportionally 
fewer fibers in the CC of larger brains (Rilling & 
Insel, 1999) using a large anatomical database.

❖ Future: model RT data for central vision (Sergent, 
1982) using our anatomical model of visual 
processing asymmetries (Hsiao et al., 2013; Cipollini & 
Cottrell, 2012) with this CC model.

❖ Future: estimate the distribution of small fibers 
in the CC across the human lifespan (currently 
limited to 1 small sample in 1 adult subject; Aboitiz et al, 
1992), using cross-species mathematical modeling

Current & Future Work

Pictures
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❖ Split input & output nodes, use 
“single-” and “dual-” hemisphere 
patterns

Prediction: same as Ringo 
results: no difference in 
interhemispheric 
communication beyond 
onset difference
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Model params:  noise = 1% (mean)
all delays=1; cc delays=[2,10] 

Lewis & Elman (2008)

?

Methods

Similar to Ringo model

❖ Implement unreliability in delay as 
noise in rate code

❖ Split input & output nodes, use 
“single-” and “dual-” hemisphere 
patterns

Prediction: noise reduces CC 
usage, and hemispheres 
cannot compensate
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noise = 1%
(training error)

Ringo et 
al. (1994)

Expt 1: Dual-hemisphere patterns
Unreliability separates the hemispheres
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Original
Adapted from Ringo et al. (1994)
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Inference:
• “Thus, where the networks were allowed 

sufficient time to use the interhemispheric 

connections for multiple transfers of 

activation, a useful integration of the two 

hemispheres occurred.  The network not allowed 

sufficient time for multiple transfers of activations 

ends up with two hemispheres operating fairly 

independently.” (Ringo et al., 1994)
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Others:
• “This is consistent with the findings that increased 

brain size predicts decreased interhemispheric 

connectivity” (Baron-Cohen et al, Science, 2001)

• “This complementary division of processing 

between the hemispheres is an efficient use of 

cortical space because it reduces ... neuronal 

conduction time, as short (e.g., within-hemisphere) 

connections are more efficient than long. (Roser, 

Fugelsang, Dunbar, Corballis, & Gazzaniga) 
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